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Cloud SAAS Mobile e-Learning Platform

PITCH DECK PRESENTATION

Bilgin Yazar, Msc

Founder & CEO

“Computer Engineer from METU; masters 

on Healthcare, IT & GIS. Worked at 

Havelsan, Datasel, Innova, Telco extensive 

international experiences” 
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VeduBox is an Innovative Integrated Learning 

Management System (LMS) to make cloud-based 

online learning and training better for everyone. It’s 

easy to set up, completely customizable, and totally 

secure. It’s flexible enough to handle as many learners 

as you need it to – and robust enough to deliver 

detailed tracking and reporting on each and every one 

of them.

Etgi Grup developed to you Vedubox- Virtual Education 

Box which is an easy way of e-learning!

ETGi Grup is an IT company located in Turkey expert 

on e-learning tech, systems and services.

Organisation Profile

www.vedubox.com/en
www.etgigrup.com
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01

03

02

Mobile MOOC Platform Service for Governments, Organizations etc

Mobile e-Learning Service for Schools, Edu Customers, Companies etc

Mobile Learning Service for Tutors
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TEASER

Enable any government institution, company or anyone to establish online 

education, online training system on the internet with their identity.

Main Idea

Reduce the investment for e-Learning infrastructure and enable 
organizations/edu to more concentrated on teaching and learning

Added Value

e-Learning is one the leading area which is growing very well. However
infrastructure are not satisfactory and well integrated with latest
technologies to provide ready services. 

Why I participate an e-learning platform service project?

Good way to provide services with customer identity, securely, , 

economically as well as integrated latest technologies with high

performance

Cloud Mobile SAAS
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The platform is an Innovative Integrated Learning Management System 
(LMS) to make cloud-based online learning and training better for everyone. 
It’s easy to set up, completely customizable, and totally secure. It’s flexible 
enough to handle as many learners as you need it to – and robust enough to 
deliver detailed tracking and reporting on each and every one of them.

The platform’ customers include corporates, and training, education 
companies as well as tutors. We work with clients internationally providing 
solutions to their training and eLearning needs.

The platform provide services for organizations looking to train their 
employees, partners, and customers using Web-based training or mobile-
based training.

The platform enables any 

institution, company or anyone 

to establish online education, 

online training system on the 

internet with their identity.
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Live Lessons
Integrated web and video 

conferencing

Video Based Learning
Many features which support

video based learning

Online Storage
All kind of documents, files stored

as associated with lessons

Integrated LMS

Cloud Based SAAS 

communication and e-learning

platform

PLATFORM FEATURES

+FEATURES

Advanced Reporting and Analytics Online Certificates SMS & e-Mail

White Labeling

Online Payment

Social LearningMulti Language Personalized Learning 

Cloud
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01 No core technology
Based on cloud systems

02 Many Features
Integrated technologies enable to provide 

diversified and latest features.

04 Scalable
Scalable and easy-to-start system

05 Single Platform
Integrated technologies as a single 

platform with ease-of-use

03 Latest Technologies

06 Small Team
Don’t need huge development team in 

order to service countless customers.

Platform

Competitive Advantage

Developed with the latest software 

technologies provides easy sustainability.

07 Low Cost/Pricing
Low pricing that, combined with powerful 

capabilities, makes it a very high value. 

08 User Based Cost/Pricing
Pricing model as SaaS User-based,
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PARTNERS

NEEDED
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R&D partners to integrate new technologies
into the platform such as virtual reality, 
new video conferencing, online security, 
mobile whiteboard etc etc.

Telco Operators to establish services

Pilot companies/edu/government instutions
+

Content Companies/Organizations
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Hacettepe Teknokent, ANKARA

Email: bilginyazar@etgigrup.com

Info: info@vedubox.com

Mobile Phone: +90 (555) 448 53 85

Office Phone: +90 (312) 344 88 83

Address

Contact Info

Telephone

Keep in touch with us

mailto:bilginyazar@etgigrup.com

